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Markets

Markets open on the backfoot in Europe after Wall Street gave up its 3.5% gains late last night.

European Union finance ministers failed to agree on a strategy to mitigate the
economic impact of the pandemic. In an emergency teleconference which lasted more
than 16 hours, finance chiefs couldn’t reconcile their contrasting visions for the steps
needed to help European economies recover, as countries led by France and Europe’s
hardest-hit south were pitted against Germany and other hawkish northern states over
the need to issue joint debt. The Euro and Italian bonds are getting hit this morning on
the back of this.

In Germany 5 leading research institutes report their economy is likely to shrink by 4.2% this
year, before government measures to counter the coronavirus impact fuel expansion of 5.8% in
2021

Down under the Australian dollar slipped after S&P cut outlook to negative from stable. The
kiwi edged lower after New Zealand’s central bank said it is open to increasing the size and
scope of its asset-purchase program.

Data
No significant data out today other than FOMC meeting minutes at 19:00 this evening.

Stocks We Hold
Impact Health (+1.2%)

FY results to end of 2019.

On The Beach (+26%)

Covid 19 update, suspends guidance, cancels dividend

HSBC (-0.55%)


Australian unit discloses potential money laundering
breaches
 New neutral at Industrial Securities
RELX (+0.35%)
Can’t give guidance on COVID 19 impact as it is significantly
impacting the exhibitions business.
RWS (-9%)

Trading update, co says they expect performance to be in line
with expectations. They saw a slow down in Q2 even before
coronavirus

Tritax Big Box (+0.1%)

Withdraws guidance, maintains quarterly dividend

BAT (-0.5%)

Raised to overweight at Morgan Stanley

Crest Nicholson (+8%)

Raised to hold at Deutsche Bank PT 202

Pennon (+2.7%)

Raised to neutral at Exane PT 1080

Unilever (-2.5%)



Raised to Hold at HSBC
Cut to underweight at Morgan Stanley

